DEVELOPING AUTHENTIC
CREATIVE LEADERS FOR
THE INNOVATION ECONOMY

“There is a

GENIUS

in all of us!”
- Albert Einstein

WHAT IS GENIUS JOURNEY?
Genius Journey is a comparatively new creative leadership method designed by
Thinkergy to develop more authentic creative leaders for the innovation economy. It
connects traditional leadership concepts with the domains of individual creativity and
innovation.
At the core of Genius Journey is a simple truth: To lead successful creative organizational transformation and breakthrough innovation initiatives, you need to be
genuinely creative yourself.
With our Genius Journey method, we send creative leader candidates on an experiential journey to learn how to adopt and adapt the creative mindsets and action routines
of geniuses and outstanding creative leaders in business, the sciences, politics,
sports, and the arts.

THE GENIUS JOURNEY
CREATIVE LEADER
DEVELOPMENT METHOD
... comprises 10+1 destination stops
located on eight expanding levels of
creative consciousness. At the start of
a Genius Journey program, candidates
go through a check-in session with an
initial audit. Each program also ends
with the check-out, where we track
the degree of mindset transformation
and discuss strategies to make these
changes stick.

+

THE GENIUS JOURNEY
EXERCISE TOOLKIT
... consists of 88 Genius Exercises and
12 Journey Exercises. Candidates
practice the exercises in class before
working on them more deeply at home
in their Genius Journey notebooks. Other
creativity-building pedagogical tools,
such as open-ended creative puzzles,
in-class sharing activities, and buddy
coaching sessions, complement the
essential exercises.

+

THE GENIUS JOURNEY
PEDAGOGY
... follows the experiential cycle learning
approach with its four phases (concrete
experience, reflective observation,
abstract conceptualization, active
experimentation). The Genius Journey
method uses out-of class excursions
to “special places” and related in-class
exercises followed by outof-class
introspections to animate the learning
cycle.

THREE REASONS

WHY GENIUS JOURNEY?

1

Thinkergy founder Dr. Detlef Reis (Dr. D) was blessed to experience two moments
of breakthrough creativity at critical points of trial in his life. Following his second
“Eureka”, he got curious about why he was so lucky to experience a moment of
breakthrough creativity twice. Dr. D investigated what he was thinking and doing
differently before the moment of sudden “illumination”. He began studying creativity
and the ways of geniuses and creative top achievers. In the process of researching
and experimenting with the underlying mindsets and action routines of other creative
leaders, he created Genius Journey over roughly a decade.

2
3

Genius Journey is Thinkergy’s response to this call for a truly CREATIVE learning
format for creative leadership development. Thanks to the genius mindsets and the
journey metaphor, Genius Journey offers a methodological concept and an experiential
delivery format that is truly creative.

Apart from being CREATIVE, research studies confirm that Genius Journey is also
EFFECTIVE in achieving a creative mindset transformation of the candidates undergoing
a creative leader development program.

“

To instill the dexterity and flexibility
necessary to seize elusive opportunity,
companies must move beyond traditional
leadership development methods and find
ways to interject within their leadership
candidates not only the empirical skills
necessary for effective management, but
also the cognitive skills to drive creative
solutions. The learning initiatives that
enable this objective must be at least as
CREATIVE as the leaders they seek to foster.

”

—IBM Global Chief Human Resource Officer Study 2011

WHAT IS THE GENIUS JOURNEY
METHOD BASED ON?

OWN EXPERIENCES AND EXPERIMENTATION

SEMI-BIOGRAPHICAL CREATIVE LEADER &
GENIUS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

GENIUS & CREATIVE LEADER BIOGRAPHIES

BUSINESS & PRACTITIONER LITERATURE ON
INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY DEVELOPMENT

PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON CREATIVE
GENIUS & INDIVIDUAL CREATIVITY

TRADITIONAL LEADERSHIP LITERATURE

BUSINESS CREATIVITY & INNOVATION LITERATURE

Researching the literature and relating
it to his own “Genius Journey” and his
two personal moments of breakthrough
creativity gave Dr. D three key insights:
First insight: Geniuses produce extraordinary ideas and results because they
think and work and behave differently
than ordinary people. We can also say:
They deliver abnormal results because
they are not normal, they are abnormal.
Second insight: Most geniuses share a
similar set of abnormal action routines
and mindsets that vary noticeably from
those of normal people.
Third insight: Normal people can
reconnect to their genius if they adopt
and practice these abnormal creative
success mindsets of geniuses.

IN-CLASS ACTIVITY

WHAT IS THE GENIUS JOURNEY
PEDAGOGY BASED ON?

The pedagogy used to animate the Genius Journey method follows Kolb’s experiential
learning cycle theory. Thereby, creative leader candidates go through 4 stages
(practical experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, practical
experimentation) to acquire the advanced mindsets of creative leaders and overcome
personal challenges.
The experiential learning cycle approach supports learners gaining essential insights
and mindset expansions while working on the Genius Exercises and while experiencing
“special moments” and unusual activities during the outof- class excursions to the
Genius Journey destination stops.

Doing an activity.
Having an experience

ACTIVE
EXPERIMENTATION
Planning/trying out what
you’ve learned

GENIUS ACTION PLAN
FOR TRANSFER OF TAKE-AWAYS

GENIUS JOURNEY EXCURSIONS
GENIUS EXERCISES
CREATIVE PUZZLES

FEEL & EXPERIENCE

THINK

ABSTRACT
CONCEPTUALIZATION
Concluding/learning from
the experience

GJ NOTEBOOK
INSIGHTS & TAKE AWAYS

REFLECTIVE
OBSERVATION

Reviewing/reflecting
on the experience

GJ EXERCISES
(HOMEWORK)

GJ NOTEBOOK

DARE T0 SHARE
FEEDBACK ON GENIUS
EXERCISES & CREATIVE PUZZLES

REFLECT

”
—A creative leader candidate

CONCRETE
EXPERIENCE

APPLY & TEST

It is a completely different course in terms
of the teaching method. It is a course to
make you aware of things you have inside
but you don’t realize you have them yet.
And it is a course where, even if there is a
therapy, you are not passive but you are
an actor, which is highly enjoyable.

ON-THE-JOB
APPLICATION

“

THE GENIUS JOURNEY EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING CYCLE

HOW DOES GENIUS
JOURNEY WORK?
In our Genius Journey programs, we take you on a journey to visit ten extraordinary
destinations.
At each of the ten destination stops, you learn about one mindset that stops you,
limits you, keeps you small, keeps you thinking inside the box, keeps you producing
conventional ideas and ordinary results. And at each destination stop of the journey,
you will also discover one extraordinary creative mindset that sets you free, unboxes
your thinking, expands your consciousness, empowers you to become outstandingly
creative and successful, and reconnects you with your inner genius.

WOW

WHO HAS ALREADY
TRAVELED THE
GENIUS JOURNEY?
AND HOW DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
During the past years, we delivered
Genius Journey programs to creatively
curious companies as well as universities on a graduate level. Below take
a look at some of the candidates who
already traveled the Genius Journey.
And in the following, we also share with
you the success stories of two of our
corporate clients.

Thinkergy sent Bayer Material Science’s regional management team on
“The Genius Journey Day Trip” to help them build-up a creative, growth- and
opportunity oriented mindset. By traveling to each of the ten destinations of
the Genius Journey, the executives learned how to shift their mindsets from
“salesman” to “creative business leader”, who instead of following the lead of
others can creatively lead and steer Bayer’s business in the AEC with a “Can
do”-attitude.
The 1-day training provided the managers with amble creative food for
thought, opened their hearts and minds, and expanded their thinking.
Moreover, the Genius Journey Day Trip made the managers aware of the
importance to challenge old habits and trusted, yet outdated business
routines (in a sense of “This is how we have been doing things in the past”
and “I know my market and my customers”). Instead, they learned how to
openly and curiously explore the changing market space with an intent to
identify and seize new growth opportunities.
GENIUS JOURNEY TRAINING

BUILDING-UP A
GROWTH MINDSET
CLIENT
Bayer

INDUSTRY
Materials Science

LOCATION
Bangkok, Thailand

In 2015, former Bayer MaterialScience (now Covestro) approached Thinkergy to
empower and inspire a group of Southeast Asian senior managers during a 1-day
training session that was part of regional management offsite.
The idea was to raise awareness to the importance of “curiosity” in a sales force and to
instill creative mindsets that allow Bayer to successfully capitalize on a fastchanging,
dynamic business environment and innovate the way it currently approaches its business.
Moreover, Bayer’s commercial operations head wanted to strengthen the delegates’
beliefs in Bayer’s growth potential in the Asean Economic Community (AEC) that was
just about to start, and to give delegates the courage to commit to an ambitious
revenue growth pipeline.

To sum-up, Thinkergy tailored Bayer’s
Genius Journey Day Trip to build-up
growth-oriented creative business
mindsets in the participating executives.
We chose specific genius exercises
and visited experiential sightseeing
places in Bangkok that not only uplifted
the creativity and energy levels of
the participating executives, but also
challenged them to leave their comfort
zone and to dare to fail earlier in order to
succeed sooner.

As most members of the WBECS team possess psycho-dynamic, entrepreneurial
minds, Thinkergy suggested to have Thinkergy founder Dr. D take the group on “The
Genius Journey Day Trip”. This would allow all team members to further their creativity,
and some may even get inspired to evolve their full creative leader potential.
Being all Millennials in their late 20s or mid 30s, the fourteen delegates came from
eight diverse nationalities and, with one exception, none of them actually lived in their
home country. So, Dr. D decided to make the Genius Journey Day Trip both educational
(by sharing the empowering success mindsets of genius) and experiential and fun (by
running the session at a variety of special places — a temple, a playground, a boxing
ring, a swimming pool and at the beach front). The highlight of the day was a sunset
parasailing activity at the beach that allowed the delegates to fight their fears and
take off into the air. While taking flight was easy for some delegates, others had to
muster all their courage to embrace the parasailing experience as a tandem flight.
Stefania, a young delegate from Romania, summedup her feelings as follows: “Thank
you so much Dr. D for encouraging me to overcome my fears! It’s been an incredible
experience and a highly inspiring workshop.”

GENIUS EMPOWERMENT, BEACH-STYLE

INSPIRING A GROUP OF DIGITAL NOMADS
TO REALIZE THEIR FULL GENIUS POTENTIAL
CLIENT
WBECS

INDUSTRY
Business and
Executive Coaching

LOCATION
Phuket, Thailand

WBECS is one of the world’s leading content hubs for business and executive coaches.
The online platform is run by an international network of global nomads who collaborate from different countries and across different time zones to offer coaches a variety
of interactive, digital learning experiences.
At least once a year, the global WBECS team flies in from around the world to a exotic
destination for a joint offsite. Apart from intensive work gigs used to upgrade and
innovate the WBECS platform, the team is also passionate to get high quality training
themselves (after all, WBECS’ mission is to raise the global standard of coaching by
providing the highest quality content available in the industry). So, WBECS contacted
Thinkergy to do a 1-day innovation training session during an offsite that took place in
April 2017 in Phuket, Thailand.

And how to best end a long Genius Journey Day Trip where everyone had got inspired
to courageously live-up to one’s full potential? With a Mexican dinner of lots of food,
drinks, laughs, smiles and happy creative faces.

“

Our main business involves running the world’s largest event for professional
coaches so we are used to working with world class thought leaders and have
incredibly high standards for training and development. I can say without
reservation that we had an amazing time with Dr. D, who flew in for a day training
with our team during our WBECS offsite in Phuket. He took us through a program
to develop creative leaders called Genius Journey. I learned soooo much during
our “The Genius Journey Day Trip” including a new way to brainstorm. We created
over 200 new ideas for our business and it took only 10 minutes. I highly recommend Detlef Reis and Thinkergy and invite you to travel the Genius Journey with
your team, too!
- Benjamin Croft
Founder & CEO of WBECS.com

”

HOW DO WE KNOW THAT GENIUS
JOURNEY REALLY DEVELOPS
CREATIVE MINDS?
Genius Journey taps into the creative wisdom of the ages. After
Thinkergy founder Dr. D had experienced two personal Eureka
moments, he studied the underlying subconscious creative
process and the mindsets of genius that activate it. As Albert
Einstein noted: “There is a genius in all of us.”
But how do we know that Genius Journey also works for others?
Research studies confirm that Genius Journey program graduates
•• consider our method and pedagogy to be both creative and
effective in achieving the goal of developing authentic creative
leaders, and
•• affirm the importance of all Genius Journey mindsets, while
acknowledging that replacing one’s limiting mindsets requires
time and effort..

LEARNERS’ FEEDBACK ON THE
EFFICIACY OF THE GENIUS JOURNEY
METHOD
1
VALUE provided by Genius Journey
Method (10+1 Destination Stops)

2

3

4

17.1%

ENJOYMENT of Genius Journey
Method (10+1 Destination Stops)

5.95

6.22

6.37

85.4%

29.3%

0%

6.15

82.9%

14.6%

Creative leaders are not born,
they develop over time.

5.98

78%

17.1%

Creative leadership can be
improved by cultivating certain
mindsets and cognitive skills.

6.29

85.4%

19.5%

Creative leaders can be developed
through study of mindsets of other
creative leaders/geniuses.

7

75.6%

14.6%

Creative leaders can be developed
through training, exercises &
application.

6

82.9%

22%

Creative leadership can be taught
with the help of a formal CL method

5

20%

Very Strongly Disagree | Strongly Disagree

5.93

70.7%

40%

60%

80%

Rather disagree | Neither nor | Rather agree

100%

Strongly Agree | Very Strongly Agree

Reis, D. & Hunt, B. (2018). Creatively Developing Creative Leaders: Learner’s Feedback on Methodology and Pedagogy.
XXVIII ISPIM Innovation Conference, Stockholm, Sweden, 17-20.06.2018.

“I thoroughly enjoyed the Genius
Journey. I gained knowledge
beyond expectation. It is much
more than learning something
for career growth. It was about
being able to live a happy life.
The dynamics of the Genius
Journey is vast, covering and
touching on much at all levels
(body, mind & soul).”

“I think I changed a lot. The Genius Journey helped
me taking a huge step forward in my personal
development and thus to my career and my overall
happiness. I feel more selfconfident than I can
remember in my whole life. And I am more curious
about unconventional methods in thinking outside
the-box with simplicity.”

“The principal purpose of the
Genius Journey is to help us find
our inner genius and enhance
the creativity that we have lost
throughout the years. In the
beginning, I thought this was
an abstract goal; but week after
week, I realized how concrete
this aim is.”

“Genius Journey is like a journey that takes me
through dreams and treasures I seek elsewhere and
then find on my doorstep. I can be a genius, and I
can be a creative leader. What I have learned is the
essential wisdom of listening to my heart and, above
all, following my dreams.”

“After the first session, I went home, and I started
typing on my computer “Genius Journey” because I
was eager to know what it is all about. The definition
I found on the Thinkergy website reads: “Genius
Journey is an experiential, action-oriented creative
leadership development program that enables you
to reconnect with your creativity and your inner
genius”. On a theoretical level, this is what the
genius journey is about. But on a practical level, it
is a lot more: it has been a journey around Bangkok,
around the campus, and most importantly inside
myself. It has been a journey in which all the stops
were just as important as the final destination. And
every week I have discovered more and more things
about myself.”

“All exercises are like jigsaws.
They create a picture that
gradually completes itself
destination stop by destination
stop. Finally, when the journey
has arrived at the last stop,
we have a clearer picture from
it, and it makes us reaching
“Destination WOW’.”

“Reflecting on one destination stop just made me
jump back to another stop. This fact reveals the -in
my eyes- most important thing about the Genius
Journey to fully understand its meaning: It is not just
a journey during which you pass through the first
stop, then the second, then the third and so on until
you reach your final destination where the journey is
over. In my eyes, the opposite is the case. All stops
interact with each other. Some are prerequisites of
others. Starting with stop number 1 doesn’t mean
that you will never come back to it at a later point
in time. Therefore, Genius Journey is not a journey
traveled within 12 weeks. It is a life-long journey
which has just started.”

“I couldn’t share my insights
with my friends because it may
have sounded strange to them.
But I could tell them that no
other course in my studies ever
provided so much personal value
to me.”

“Overall, I think the Genius
Journey Method is great. The
concept of Stops/Starts clearly
explains the growth of a creative
leader mindset in everyone and
shortcuts the learning process.”

“A big reason is the experiential approach. We
focused more on cognitive thinking and mindsets
of proven creative leaders (books and articles about
them, their inventions, their quotes, etc.), which
was complemented by scientific material from
Creative Leadership research. This mixture didn’t
only increase my knowledge, but it changed my
way of thinking. The Genius Journey content not
only touched the surface but also bored through
it. Knowledge only gained from plain scientific
books may vanish pretty fast after an exam. But my
learning outcomes from the Genius Journey will stay
with me longer. If I follow my goal, seeing the Genius
Journey as a life-long journey that has just started,
it may accompany me through my whole life.”

“During the 12 sessions, I
almost constantly thought
about the Genius Journey Stops,
the exercises, and what we
discussed in class. This course
is not only about «course
materials», but it is more about
a way of living your life.”

“In the past, I portrayed a leader as an aggressive
person who leads others by command and higher
position in the hierarchy. I am not an aggressive
person and have never considered myself as a
leader in a traditional way. However, while traveling
the Genius Journey, I learned that leadership is not
about that. Leadership is how people inspire others
with their potential, the right attitude, and the right
mindset. No need to change to only one stereotype
of a leader. Everyone can be a leader in their own
way if we have the right mindset.”

Reis, D. , Hunt, B., & Parisot, X. (2020, forthcoming). Creatively Developing Creative Leaders: Revealing the Inner Hero’s Journey. ISPIM Connects Bangkok Conference, March 1-4, 2020.

“For me, the Genius Journey
is like a combination of
theory, principle, philosophy, and
relaxation. All these essentials
combine and then become
a creative solution for each
person.”

“During this course, I did many
things that I have never thought
I’d be able to do. It proves
to myself that “anything is
possible”, but you need to take
action.”

WHO’S GENIUS JOURNEY FOR?

C-LEVEL TOP EXECUTIVES

UPPER & MIDDLE MANAGERS

CREATIVE ENTREPRENEURS

… who want to use our creative leadership method to develop a creative genius
mindset coupled with the mindset of an
entrepreneur with in order to become a
visionary creative business leader in the
innovation economy

… who want to expand their efficiency-geared, results-oriented and pragmatic
management style with creative cognitive
strategies to start cultivating the creative
genius mindset that is needed to evolve
and become an authentic creative leader
in the innovation economy.

… who lead —or are planning to found—
a creative venture and need to up
their creativity and creative leadership
potential to become an authentic
creative leader.

CREATIVE PROFESSIONALS

SCIENTISTS & RESEARCHERS

OUTPLACED TALENTS

…who want to further their cognitive
strategies and creative potential in order
to easily produce wow ideas and creative
outputs, or who look for a way to unblock
temporary creative blockages and get
back into their creative flow.

… who want to increase the chances of
conducting ground-breaking research
studies and produce important research
papers that may significantly advance the
theories and knowledge in their domain.

.. who have recently been outplaced
by their employer and now are eager
to start a new, second career. A more
exciting, more meaningful career. A more
creative, maybe even entrepreneurial
career. And a career that uniquely fits
their original talents and passions.

YOU
... who is interested in realizing one’s genius
potential and living a more interesting, meaningful
and creative life. And why want to settle for a lesser
potential that is residing inside of you, waiting for
you to uncover and develop it?

EFFORTLESSLY
THINK OUT-OFTHE-BOX

MOVE TO
HIGHER LEVELS
OF CREATIVE
CONSCIOUSNESS

FIND YOUR
PASSION,
IDENTIFY YOUR
PURPOSE

WHAT GOOD DOES IT DO FOR YOU?

GENIUS JOURNEY
BENEFITS

RECONNECT TO
YOUR INNER
GENIUS

BUILD UP THE
MINDSET OF AN
ENTREPRENEUR

BECOME AN
AUTHENTIC
CREATIVE
LEADER

UNBLOCK
YOUR CREATIVE
BLOCKS TO GET
INTO FLOW

EUREKA!!!
INCREASE THE
ODDS OF GETTING
BREAKTHROUGH
IDEAS

WHO’S GENIUS JOURNEY FOR?
AND HOW CAN YOU GET IT?
You are a:
HUMAN CAPITAL MANAGER
GENERAL MANAGER
BUSINESS UNIT MANAGER
... who’s looking for a high quality training that allows
your talents to learn how to successfully cultivate
creative success mindsets

SENIOR EXECUTIVE
ENTREPRENEUR
CHIEF HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICER
... who’s looking for a program to develop oneself or
your executives into authentic creative leaders to
lead teams, business units or corporations in the
innovation economy

CONSULTING COMPANY
EXECUTIVE COACH
CREATIVITY TRAINER
... who’s interested to regularly use the Genius Journey method and pedagogy for creativity training or
creative leadership coaching calls that you conduct
with corporate audiences or senior executives

In what formats can you get Genius Journey?
GENIUS JOURNEY TRAINING

Keynote
Mini-WS
(2-4 hrs)

Genius Journey
Day Trip
(1 day)

Genius Journey
Travelshop
(3 days)

GENIUS JOURNEY PROGRAM
OPTION 1:
THE GENIUS
JOURNEY
DAY TRIPS
PROGRAM

OPTION 2:
THE GENIUS
JOURNEY
TRAVELSHOPS
PROGRAM

OPTION 3:
THE GENIUS
JOURNEY
ESCAPE
PROGRAM

GENIUS JOURNEY LICENSING

Genius Journey Train-the-Guide
& Certification Program
(10+4 days)

TRAVELSHOP

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

WHAT DO YOU GET?

An experiential 2.5-3 days-long voyage
to allow prospective creative leaders to
reconnect to their inner creativity and
rediscover their own genius potential.

•• A deep understanding of the ten friends of creativity: a set of interconnected
mindsets and action routines that unblock creativity-limiting factors and allow you
to get into creative flow more easily
•• Lots of exercises that guide you on how to shift your mindsets and action routines
from creativity-limiting to -empowering. Our Genius Exercises mix action and
reflection to reconnect you to your genius inside
•• A follow-up action plan to keep you in creative flow, and prevent you from relapsing
to the limiting mindsets and routines of ordinary businesspeople
•• Passion, energy, and commitment to become a creative leader and creative output
producer A deep understanding of the ten friends of creativity: a set of interconnected mindsets and action routines that unblock creativity-limiting factors and
allow you to get into creative flow more easily
•• Lots of exercises that guide you on how to shift your mindsets and action routines
from creativity-limiting to -empowering. Our Genius Exercises mix action and
reflection to reconnect you to your genius inside
•• A follow-up action plan to keep you in creative flow, and prevent you from relapsing
to the limiting mindsets and routines of ordinary businesspeople
•• Passion, energy, and commitment to become a creative leader and creative output
producer

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• Senior executives and talented upper
and middle managers who want to
develop their inner creativity to be able
to become visionary creative leaders
in the innovation economy
•• Creative professionals and members
of the creative class who want to
deepen their creative potential and
want to awaken the genius inside.
•• Up-to 16 participants

DAY TRIP
MINI EXCURSION

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
A half-day tour to introduce the key mindsets of the Genius
Journey Method to business leaders, managers and employees.
It’s like a speedy bar crawl with a group of old and new friends
— inspiring and mind-expanding,intoxicating and fun.

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

WHAT DO YOU GET?

A 1-day trip to introduce the basics of the Genius Journey
Method to business leaders, managers and employees.

•• An introduction to the Genius Journey Method with its 10
journey stops
•• A basic understanding of 10 enablers and obstacles of
individual creativity and ingenuity
•• An intuitive understanding of those mindsets that currently
block your creative flow and
•• An introduction to selected Genius Exercises that help you to
remove creativity-limiting mindsets and replace them with
-empowering ones
•• An increased personal commitment to becoming a creative
leader and creative output producer in the entrepreneurial,
digital innovation economy

It’s like taking an inspiring day trip — fast-paced and crisp, yet
experiential and highly stimulating!

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• Entrepreneurs, executives and talented managers who
want to develop their inner creativity and aspire to become
visionary creative leaders in the innovation economy
•• Creative professionals and members of the creative class
who want to up their creative game and reconnect to the
genius inside
•• Up-to 16 participants

KEYNOTE

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
1-2 hours Keynotes typically delivered to larger groups of
people. The keynote “How to Rediscover the Genius in You?”
uses a xxx At the end of the keynote, we also introduce
the Genius Journey method as one potent creative leader
development method.

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
The Genius Journey Creative Leader Development Program comprises of 10 Genius
Journey training days and subsequent application & coaching phases (where candidates deepen, adapt, and apply the Genius Exercises to achieve a gradual creative
expansion and transformation of their minds).

CREATIVE LEADER
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
OPTION

We can deliver our leadership development program in 3 optional schedules and to
a variety of learner cohort compositions (to better cater to your preferences, time
constraints, and budgets).

PROGRAM NAME

1

CHECK-IN

CHECK-OUT
MONTHLY APPLICATION & COACHING
3 GENIUS JOURNEY TRAVELSHOPS (BEGINNING-MIDDLE-END)

2

THE GENIUS JOURNEY
TRAVELSHOPS
PROGRAM
2 LONGER APPLICATION & COACHING PHASES
1 GENIUS JOURNEY ESCAPE

3

THE GENIUS JOURNEY
ESCAPE
PROGRAM

CHECK-IN

CHECK-IN / -OUT-SESSION (0.5 DAY)

GJ-SESSION DAY (CONTENTS & EXERCISE EXPERIENCE)

1 REUNION
CHECK-OUT

1 EXTENSIVE APPLICATION & COACHING PHASE
GJ-APPLICATION PHASE (EXERCISE EXPERIMENTATION & COACHING CALLS)

•• Solo Coaching Program
•• Buddy Coaching Program
•• Group Program (Mix of different
companies & industries)
•• Corporate Group Program (all
from one organization)

EXPERIENCE LEVEL &
PROGRAM FEES

PROGRAM FLOW
10 DAY TRIP SESSIONS

THE GENIUS JOURNEY
DAY TRIPS
PROGRAM

POSSIBLE CREATIVE
LEADER LEARNER COHORT
COMPOSITIONS

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• Senior executives and young executives who want to develop
their inner creativity to evolve into visionary creative leaders
in the innovation economy
•• Founders of entrepreneurial ventures who wish to grow their
business creatively
•• Creative professionals, artists, and scientists who want to
deepen their creative potential to awaken the genius inside
•• 1-8 travelers only

Eureka! I’ve
found it

WHAT DO YOU GET?
•• A series of many shorter or a few longer trips to special
destinations that animate the contents of Genius Journey
and allow you to better experience the learnings of the
related Genius Exercises.
•• The entire set of 88 Genius Exercises that allow you to
gradually build up a genius mind by acquiring new attitudes
and routines on your journey to reconnect to your genius
inside.
•• Application phases with regular coaching calls that allow
candidates to relive, adapt, and experimentally apply the
Genius Exercises within their daily work-life context.
•• An intimate understanding of what limiting mindsets trap you
inside the box — and what corresponding genius mindsets
allow you to get into creative flow and possibly even experience moments of breakthrough creativity
•• An appreciation of how the ten genius mindsets are interconnected and gradually expand your consciousness to connect
you to higher sources of creativity.
•• A gradual transformation of your personality and leadership
style based on the paradigms of abundance, creativity, and
possibility.
•• A follow-up action plan to keep you in creative flow and
prevent you from falling back to non-conducive attitudes and
behaviors.

Don’t be afraid to
start the journey

Meet your worst
enemy and your
best friend

Shut up, open up.
Always look on
the bright side
of life

It’s all
about love

Collect and connect
the dots outside the
tunnel. A beautiful
whole new mind

Flex yourself | Live
mindfully, live now

Stop your busyness

ESCAPE

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
A 5-7 day-long escape to an exotic, mind-expanding location where you experience all
ten Genius Journey destination stops and related exercises and activities against the
backdrop of an awe-inspiring cultural or natural wonder of the worlds.
The Genius Journey Escape is our most intensive and most expensive training course
for groups of senior executives. Prepare your body and mind for adventure, perspiration, and inspiration.

WHO IS IT FOR?
•• C-level executives who are willing to take a week off their busy schedule to escape
to a foreign destination that animates the Genius Journey mindsets and exercises in
the most experiential ways
•• 2-8 travelers

WHAT DO YOU GET?
•• A profound, knowledge- and action-based understanding of the ten Genius Starters:
a set of interconnected mindsets and action routines that unblock creativity-limiting factors and allow you to get into creative flow more easily
•• Most of the 88 Genius Exercises that show you how to adopt the creativity-enhancing mindsets of genius and expand your creative consciousness. Experience our
genius exercises and activities on an mind-expanding journey in a magical foreign
territory
•• A follow-up action plan to keep you in creative flow, and prevent you from relapsing
to the limiting mindsets and routines of ordinary businesspeople
•• Passion, energy, and commitment to become a creative leader and creative output
producer
•• Organization of the escape trip (including accommodation, full lodging and entrance
fees but excluding international travel costs)

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?
With our Genius Journey Creative Leader Development Licensing & Certification Programs, we empower you to plan, market,
organize, and facilitate Genius Journey training courses and related coaching sessions successfully. We confide our deep-level
creative leader development expertise with you and give you access to our front-end facilitation materials (such as presentation
slides, Genius Exercises, Journey Exercises, Audit Tools, Creative Puzzles, ) and backend support documents (like manuals, handouts
& certificates, training organization worksheets, and coaching logs, among others).
Genius Journey Licensing: We share all we know with you so that you can help us create more creative leaders. Ready to help us
spread our ingenious secrets of how to experience Eureka moments of “wow”?

WHO IS IT FOR?
The Genius Journey Guide & Certification Program is ideal for trainers and executive coaches with a passion for creativity,
leadership, and innovation. The program develops candidates into certified Genius Journey Guides who are certified to deliver our
experiential Genius Journey training courses and conduct related coaching sessions. We screen candidates first to ensure selecting
only those who are suited to train and coach prospective creative leaders with authenticity, creativity, and energy:
•• First, we profile interested candidates with our TIPS innovator profiling method to check for their cognitive fit and affinity for
creativity.
•• We also scan through a candidate’s professional background and pre-existing know-how and skills to compose a productive
learning cohort and to match fitting learning buddy pairs.
•• Finally, we interview candidates for their motivation to help us developing creative leaders.

WHAT DO YOU GET?
The Genius Journey Guide Licensing & Certification Program incorporates three major value components (a license for the Genius
Journey Creative Leader Development Method & Exercise Kit; the Genius Journey certification training; and support materials and
documentation). We outline the specific value components below.
In the certification training, Genius Journey guide candidates first go through the Genius Journey Creative Leader Development
Program comprises of 10 Genius Journey training days (and related buddy coaching sessions) followed by a 4-day long certification
training.

Genius Journey
Licensing Track

Scope of License

Training & Certification

The Genius Journey Trainthe-Guide & Certification
Program

Genius Journey Guide
(88 Genius + 12 Journey
Exercises), 2 years

Genius Journey Trainthe-Guide Workshops &
Certification (14 days)

Genius Journey
Support Documentation
Genius Journey Guide Pack
(Training Manuals & more)

“There are only two
ways to live your life.
One is as though nothing
is a miracle. The other is
as though everything is
a miracle.”

- Albert Einstein

CONTACT US
+66 8 96693146
info@thinkergy.com
www.thinkergy.com

